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The Ultimate War:

Globalism vs. America
by Michael Shaw
President, FreedomAdvocates.org

Part II
Agenda 21 in Sonoma County, CA
August 6, 2011

You can learn to recognize the local and broader
patterns and tenants of Agenda 21. This way you can
fight back with insight, starting where the attack all
around you is happening and where you can win – at
the local level.
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The Globalist invasion is occurring right under our
noses. Every county in America has its local Agenda 21
implementation underway.
What I am going to do for the next 45 minutes or so is
demonstrate the operation of Agenda 21 in Sonoma,
the Bay Area and Central California generally.
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Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG)
ABAG is a Council of Governments (COG) and a
member of CALCOG.

ABAG

http://regional-communities.blogspot.com/2011_03_27_archive.html
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ABAG is running your city. It controls major zoning
decisions, infrastructure decisions and more.

FOCUS is led by the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG)
and the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC),
with support from the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD)
and the Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC) – in
partnership with… local governments throughout the Bay Area.

FOCUS has held a stakeholder forums
related to the "3 Es"
(Environment, Economy, and Equity)

http://www.bayareavision.org/initiatives/index.html
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Regional planning is a very major tax spending
“investment.” An investment in central planning.
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ABAG Energy Programs
ABAG Green Communities (Partnership with PG&E)
Energy Upgrade California
DOE Better Buildings Program
Electric Vehicles (EV) Projects

http://www.abag.ca.gov/abag/events/agendas/e012110a-Item%2006.A..pdf
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Regionalism in action.
Now ABAG is in the power business. What kind of
service do you think you’re going to get?
Answer: shortage, by design!
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If you don’t conserve, the power will go out. If you do
conserve, the power will go out. We need to espouse
solutions other than the two presented to us by ABAG.
Water policy is following the same “Smart” approach.

This is an ABAG newsletter:
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http://abag.5x5t.com/abag/overview/pub/newsletter/posts/ABAG%20SM%20July-Aug2010.pdf
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They’ll do this by monitoring – individuals and
households. How? Through SMART Meters. This is why
utility bills are in the midst of rapidly advancing unit
costs.
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ICLEI is a foreign, U.N. related political organization.
Expose ICLEI. Get out of ABAG, work to disband PG&E’s
governing authority.

ICLEI
Jeb Brugman founder of ICLEI says: ‘The U.N. will
become the United Cities of the World.’
San Francisco Bay Area ICLEI Members
•Alameda
•Albany
•American
Canyon
•Antioch
•Belvedere
•Benicia
•Berkeley
•Burlingame
•Calistoga
•Cloverdale
•Concord
•Cupertino
•Danville
•Davis
•Dixon
•Dublin
•East Palo
Alto

•El Cerrito
•Emeryville
•Fairfax
•Foster City
•Fremont
•Hayward
•Hillsborough
•Lafayette
•Livermore
•Los Altos
Hills
•Los Gatos
•Martinez
•Menlo Park
•Merced
•Mill valley
•Millbrae
•Moraga
•Mountain
View

•Napa Co.
•Napa
•Newark
•Novato
•Oakland
•Oakley
•Orinda
•Palo Alto
•Pacifica
•Pittsburg
•Portola
Valley
•Redwood
City
•Richmond
•Saint
Helena
•San
Anselmo
•San Bruno

•San Bruno
•San Carlos
•San Francisco
•San Jose
•San Leandro
•San Mateo
County
•San Mateo
•San Pablo
•San Rafael
•San Ramon
•Santa Clara
County
•Santa Clara
•Santa Rosa
•Solano Co.
•Sonoma City
•Sonoma Co.
•Sunnyvale
•Tiburon

•Union City
•Vacaville
•Vallejo
•Walnut
Creek
•Windsor
•Woodside
•Yountville
ICLEI MEMBER
LISTS SUBJECT
TO CHANGE
SOME ICLEI
CITIES DO NOT
APPEAR ON
LISTS
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The Bay area has the largest number of ICLEI members
of any same size geography in the world.

Sonoma County Supervisor Valerie Brown

Sonoma County Supervisor Valerie Brown

Board Member for ICLEI USA
Co-chair for Climate Communities

Sonoma County Transportation Authority (SCTA)
Agricultural Preservation and open Space District
Bay Conservation Development Commission
Partial list of Supervisor Brown affiliations
http://supervisors.sonoma-county.org/content.aspx?sid=1001&id=1673#regional

A typical Globalist.
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Bay Area Alliance for Sustainable Communities
This is one of 8 related Bay Area soviets that exist to
implement Agenda 21 locally.

Politicians are trained to do what the NGOs and the
Sustainable “stakeholders” tell them to do. We need a
new crop of politicians.
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Pretty clear connection between
these 2 organizations bringing in
Sustainable Development Agenda 21.

Indicators
The Bay Area Alliance has selected a set of indicators which it is
using to assess the region's progress towards achieving the
vision. Working in partnership with the Northern California
Council for the Community, the Bay Area Alliance established
baselines and a system to collect and update data, publish
reports, and create a repository of sustainability data. The
inaugural report, Bay Area Indicators: Measuring Progress
Toward Sustainability,
http://www.abag.ca.gov/planning/baasd/baasd.html
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One Bay Area
One Bay Area is supported by four other regional
governance organizations: the Association of Bay Area
Governments (ABAG); the federal Bay Area
Metropolitan Transportation Commission; the Bay
Area Air Quality Management District; and the Bay
Conservation and Development Commission – all
extra-Constitutional regional governmental apparatus.
And we wonder why America is falling!
This is an
outrageous plan
for 9 counties.
People around
the Bay Area are
waking up. This
spark should
become a
firestorm!
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The “Plan” is the Bay area’s primary Agenda 21
guidebook, just like the “Local Agenda 21” guidebook
that infests Santa Cruz. It is made to look so benign.
But you can come to understand their meaning of
terms and monitor their programs; then you can ask
yourself what it is you can do about it.
The globalist vision: government controlled housing,
getting people out of cars, comprehensive control over
human action, while jamming people like sardines so
to make them into slaves. This is all in accordance with
Agenda 21 Sustainability policy and objectives.
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Let’s take a look at an excerpt from the United Nations’
Agenda 21.
Earth Summit - Agenda 21:
The United Nations Programme of Action
Chapter 7 Human Settlements
Promoting Transport Systems
International organizations should:
• Promote comprehensive planning approach
• Encourage development that
reduces transport demand
• Adopt programmes favouring
high occupancy public transport
• Encourage non-motorized modes
of transport by:
• Providing safe cycleways and footways in urban
and suburban centres in countries.
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California is adopting these “systems” at the state and
local level. Your representatives need to understand
who they represent, how Agenda 21 is designed to
take control over human action and what they must do
to avert this.
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In California, Comprehensive Planning is called Smart
Growth. So what does SMART mean? Here is PG&E’s
definition:

SMART
Specific: A defined level of program progress
Measurable: All results can be tracked by staff
Actionable: Action can be taken on reported progress
Relevant: Direct measurements of program
activities and results

Timely: Results can be reported on a quarterly basis
Acronym from Pacific Gas and Electric Green Communities Letter January 2010
Presented by FreedomAdvocates.org
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From Smart Growth Online:
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San Francisco's Trans bay Transit Center Project
Epitomizes Smart Growth
“We are coming together to create jobs and revitalize our economy…
a new ‘Grand Central Station of the West’,” said Speaker Pelosi.
“This project is the ultimate manifestation of smart growth,”
said San Francisco Mayor Gavin Newsom.
One of the most “transformational public transportation projects”
in the nation. “It will soon be possible to get almost anywhere
in the Golden State via public transit…” Ray La Hood
http://www.smartgrowth.org/engine/index.php/news/2010/news-143
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The federal government has a plan for the Bay Area.
They have plenty of partners to aid in the task.
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Northern California Megaregion
The Northern California Megaregion is designed to be
comprised of Smart Growth built along transportation
corridors. These corridors will be multi-modals for
trucks, trains and passengers.

“San Francisco + Sacramento = SanFramento” – a
Megaregion encompassing the Capital Region and the
Bay Area. This Megaregion is divided into the Core and
the Sphere of Influence.
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All in the
pursuit of
Agenda 21
Chapter 7
objectives.

A megaregion is what One Bay Area, which is 9
counties, grows into. Regionalism metastasizes. Look
into Cities 21 (www.cities21.org/conspirators.htm)
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which is taking you into a Central California
megaregion.
Don’t stop with ICLEI, don’t stop with One Bay Area or
Bay Area Open Space Council. The trap that has been
set runs deep and wide. Keep your defense up.

Bay Area Open Space Council
To collectivize lands – take them out of private
property in order to implement the Wildlands Project.
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Golden
Lands is an
organization
that wants
to take
control over
farms from
owners for
open space
opportunities.
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Implementation of the Bay Area Open Space Initiative
is coming. This NGO has identified over 1 million acres
in the North Bay, primarily Sonoma that will be
subjected to this Initiative. NOW is the time to
organize property owners and America advocates.
It is my expectation that Bay Area Open Space is the
project designed to take millions of Bay Area acres and
put it into Wildlands status. Where I think this is
leading us is to grab mass areas, a million acres in
Sonoma County, of private land to be converted to
government land which will ultimately be off-limits to
the citizens of Sonoma. That’s the big picture.
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Sonoma Open Space is a member of the Bay Area Open
Space Council.

Member Roster
The Open Space Council’s members range from small
land trusts to regional agencies and national conservation
leaders.
Sonoma County Agricultural Preservation and Open Space District
Sonoma Ecology Center
Sonoma Land Trust
http://www.openspacecouncil.org/community/roster.php
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Sonoma Open Space
Farming/Agricultural Restrictions:

http://www.sonomaopenspace.org/docs.php?ogid=1000000005
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Recreational Restrictions:

http://www.sonomaopenspace.org/docManager/1000000335/RecreationStewardship.pdf
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Environmental Restrictions:

http://www.sonomaopenspace.org/docs.php?ogid=1000000005
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Agencies and NGOs or Foundations will gain control
over rural land through implementation of regulations,
taxes and fees. Often landowners will be condemned
directly by government or condemned for the benefit
of public private partners. Conservation Easements will
be used to tie landowners into knots.
Understand that the plan of the Open Space Council is
to create the corridors through this county that
connect the Sierras to the coastline for the benefit of
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species other than humans. (“Connecting
Communities” in their words).
What you don’t see is the map of their intended
Wildlands Corridor. But that information will become
apparent as targets are chosen.
This is the phony green infrastructure for people
control and the takedown of private property.
The Planning Director in Sonoma County is a former
land use planner in Santa Cruz and my opinion is that
he is infamously committed to the piecemeal abolition
of private property.

Do you think the City Council of Santa Rosa or the
Sonoma County Board of Supervisors will blindly go
along with these policy directives? Watch the Sonoma
Open Space organization.
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If they proceed unabated this is what you need to
imagine:
Communities surrounded by open space that
ultimately you cannot access. In these communities
human action is monitored and controlled and
where new world human settlements or Smart
Growth patterns are connected by public
transportation corridors.
Vision: Humans as livestock…

Chamber of Commerce
The American Chamber of Commerce is an NGO. NGOs
are accredited for Agenda 21 implementation by the
United Nations. The American Chamber of Commerce
and the American Planning Association, another NGO,
are both playing a role in the Northern California
Megaregion.
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Let’s look at the warm and fuzzy language spewed by
the American Chamber of Commerce.

Three National Conversations: How Metropolitan Regions
Organize around a Sustainable Development Agenda
Regional Visioning for Sustainable Development
Green Building as a Regional Strategy: Best Practices

Organizing Around Sustainable Development: Best Practices
How Do We Measure Progress and Success
in Sustainable Development?
Developing the Capacity for Regional Leadership
http://www.dcprovidersonline.com/acce/?event_id=ACCE101
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Sonoma Valley Chamber of Commerce

The Sonoma Valley Economic Development Partnership
Each year, businesses are recognized for sustainability projects
or initiatives that can serve as models for other local businesses…

http://sonomachamber.org/green.html
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The Sonoma Green Business Program partners with the
Chamber of Commerce and ABAG.
Sonoma
County
government
a Count

The Sonoma Green Business Program is a partnership of
government agencies and utilities that assists, recognizes,
and promotes local organizations, focusing on small- to
medium-sized consumer-oriented businesses that volunteer to
operate in a more environmentally responsible way.
http://www.sonoma-county.org/sonomagreen/index.htm
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…to go along with the phony
environmental front.

Today those who promote green are the same people
who can be characterized as corporatists – fascists.
We’re talking about a new system of economics where
insiders pick the winners and losers. Today’s
government operates like the clique at junior high
school.
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Sonoma Valley Economic Development Partnership
Sustainable Business in Sonoma Valley

A partnership of the Chamber of Commerce and local
government supporting the Sonoma Valley economy.
Green businesses are a great fit for Sonoma Valley, where
sustainable business practices are actively supported.

http://www.sonomavalley4biz.com/sustainable-business-sonoma-valley.html
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We should be very concerned about public private
partnership!
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Stream Setbacks Issue
The Sonoma County General Plan 2020 took direction
from the California Regional Water Quality Control
Board. Control the water, control the people.

RE: Comments on Sonoma County General Plan 2020
…strongly supports the County’s plans to implement a 100 feet
streamside setback and establish Streamside Conservation Areas(SCA)

…staff does not support the numerous exemptions that allow
agricultural and specific development uses to circumvent
Streamside Conservation Areas
Include all streams instead of just ”selected streams”
…Policy Elements (PE) will adequately mitigate for future Development
within the Unincorporated areas of the County

The stream
could be a
ditch.

A way to
take rural
residential
property.

http://redwood.sierraclub.org/Campaigns/Water/SonomaCountyGPU2020Comments.pdf
Presented by FreedomAdvocates.org

These “policy elements” will impose Draconian
development limitations in rural areas. Basically
they’re stealing use of rural property in Sonoma
County. They’re using water not just to take away the
use of your property, but to have policy elements that
are designed to squeeze out land owners.
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The Sonoma County General Plan 2020 also includes
water monitoring.

Sonoma County General Plan 2020
Water Resources Element
Develop a comprehensive groundwater assessment that
includes:
Monitoring wells and stream gauges

…evaluating the threat to ground water resources from salt
water intrusion which would then be incorporated into the
well permitting process

http://www.sonoma-county.org/prmd/gp2020/wre.pdf
Presented by FreedomAdvocates.org

Collectivists and communitarians have been trying for
decades, and with some successes, to convince land
owners that water in California is owned by the public.
The core of California law since 1849 has been
predicated on the idea that aquifer water, like all
natural resources below the ground, belong to the
overlying land owner. The California Supreme Court
has repeatedly upheld that notion. Land owners must
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not be intimidated into well monitoring. If there is a
water shortage, a long prescribed and effective
method for allocating water resources is contained in
the California statutes on water adjudication.
The regional green police are roaming your lands.

The North Bay Watershed Association is a group of 16 regional and local
public agencies located throughout Marin, Sonoma, and Napa Counties.
The mission of the NBWA is to facilitate partnerships across political
boundaries that promote stewardship of the North Bay watershed
resources.
The North Bay Watershed Association (NBWA)
is collaborating with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
and California Department of Fish and Game (DFG)
http://www.nbwatershed.org/v2/pages/wcouncil.php
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Before completing the land use element of Agenda 21
we need to look at an enforcement arm:

Enforcement is a huge aspect of Agenda 21.
The squeeze on rural landowners is going to get much
worse.
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The youth are being prepped for Global Citizenship and
the effort is working.
In polling we learned that a majority of 2009 high
school and college grads identify themselves as “global
citizens” not as Americans. Sustainability is being
jammed down every youngster’s throat. The future is
at risk.

Education is held to be central
to sustainability. Indeed, education and
sustainability are inextricably linked, but
the distinction between education as we
know it and education for sustainability
is enigmatic for many.

ESD was first described by Chapter 36 of Agenda 21.
major thrusts to begin the
work of ESD:
reorient existing education to address sustainable development,
develop public understanding, awareness, and…training

Simply increasing basic literacy, as it is currently taught
in most countries, will not advance sustainable societies.
http://www.esdtoolkit.org/discussion/whatisesd.htm
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The children are being scared, indoctrinated and culled
in accordance with their usefulness to the World
Government and World Religion.
Check out the “Cool Schools Program” and the Sonoma
Ecology Center for the watershed brain washing
program that your children are being subjected to.
ICLEI has a hand in the school indoctrination through
their Climate Protection Campaign.

Cool Schools Program
Cool Schools recognizes young
peoples’ desire and ability to create
positive change in their community.
Cool Schools develops and facilitates
classroom-based service learning
projects, engaging students to take
action at school and in the community
to reduce emissions causing climate
change.
http://climateprotection.org/our-work/past-projects/cool-schools-program
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The school system is indoctrinating our children into
global citizenship through a commitment to globalist
ideology. They are not being taught the values of the
American experiment. Nor are they being given
information or methodology regarding climate issues.
Little children are being brain washed at school.
To whom do the children belong? Who decides? Look
into what your schools are doing.
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The Sonoma County Superintendent supports green
education. He’s committed to making children
environmental stewards.
County Superintendent
n

And I
thought…

Throughout his career, Dr. Herrington instituted
many innovative school programs that received
regional, statewide, and national recognition.
His schools and districts have earned awards for
creating neighborhood family literacy centers,
educating students to be environmental stewards,
and making a difference in the lives of children and their families.
http://www.scoe.org/pub/htdocs/superintendent.html
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Our children are being inculcated into a new politicaleconomic culture. A culture devoid of American
principles of individual liberty, free enterprise and
equal justice.
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The Bay Area, and all of California, has been set up as a
“region” to operate within and under a global order.
You can organize and disseminate information. The
globalist course can be reversed but soon it will
become too late.
Our response needs to be: Understand and recognize
Sustainable Development locally and spread that
understanding to others. We are not going to be
salvaged by any existent political party organization.
They are in on the globalization process.

Average Americans must understand and act to restore
their area as the land of the free.
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Consider what has been illustrated here today –
Regionalism, Smart Growth, Public Private
Partnerships, The Wildlands Network and Education
for Global Citizenship, all components of Sustainable
ideology. The transformation to a global political
economic system is progressing, has even happened.
With the transformation comes the end of the
American experiment. Lost is the idea of private
property. The path for Americans will become very
hard if we do not avert Agenda 21 implementation.

Agenda 21 people are organized even as their active
drones don’t know what they are organized around.
Agenda 21 shows itself everywhere you look.

Do you think our politicians and bureaucrats are
serving us? If you don’t we need to get busy.
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For decades Globalism has been transforming America.
Now the pace is moving even faster.
If we understand Agenda 21’s Action Plan, then we can
restore Liberty. Cut off Agenda 21 Sustainable
Development at its root;
Defeat local implementation of Agenda 21!
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What happens if people do nothing?
America becomes the land of the collected and home
of the enslaved.
Your “region” will be a local outpost coordinated at the
global level to control humans.
Oh Boy!

What can you do?
Think Locally! Expose the regional soviet system
running local government. That is where freedom will
be won or lost. Go after and expose One Bay Area,
ICLEI, ABAG, and the Bay Area and Sonoma Open
Space Council for what they are: a massive 5th column
leading the Bay Area down the path to becoming an
outpost of the New World Order.
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The essence of the mission:
To restore the principles set forth in the
Declaration of Independence.

The federal government is where the transformation is
coming from. It is now everywhere including here. So,
take counter-action locally. Local pro-action is our best
strategy to stave off world government at this late
date.
Understand your area’s local Agenda 21 program. Win
back your town or neighborhood from Agenda 21’s
policies then move on to the broader area. Ultimately
combine with others working similarly around
California. Then expunge Sustainable Development
policy out of our state’s law and out of the
bureaucracy.
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When enough states have recaptured their citizens’
liberty the federal government can be taken on
effectively. Then we will have salvaged the American
experiment in individual liberty, equal justice and the
political recognition of every individual’s unalienable
rights. Long live the United States! And freedom loving
people everywhere.
Thank You
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